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Promoting

shelf shout
Packaging experts are reporting a gap in the local food
and beverage (F&B) market for promotional packaging
that utilises new materials to create a look that is vastly
different from anything else available on shelf.
By Nikita Geldenhuys
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S RETAIL SHELVES fill up with a
greater variety of products, F&B
companies may have to rely on
more than advertising and brand
awareness to drive sales.
Promotional packaging is taking
on a greater responsibility in this
regard to attract consumers.
This is especially true in the
alcoholic beverage segment,
where legislation might soon
restrict advertising of these
drinks. The creative covering
material supplier, Graphica notes
that more and more South African
alcoholic drinks producers are
beginning to view packaging as a
way of advertising their products.
‘Local brand owners are becoming
very aware of the possible
consequences of the proposed
legislation,’ comments Aimee Westcott,
Graphica’s sales and marketing consultant
in Cape Town. ‘Many of these businesses

are realising they might have to turn from
above-the-line advertising to promoting
their products through differentiation on
the shelf.’
Graphica specialises in the supply and
development of creative and innovative
covering materials for the packaging
industry, amongst other sectors. It recently
embarked on a drive to increase awareness
of coverings and luxury paper and boards
amongst convertors, designers and
brand owners.

Maximise aesthetic effect
The company’s team reports that some
South African brands and convertors are
exploring the use of advanced substrates
for consumer goods packaging. Yet in its
experience, the F&B industry has a tendency
to under-utilise new materials on the market
for luxury or promotional packs.
There is a gap for companies, who are
willing to experiment with new substrates,
to be the first to market a dramatically
different look. Graphica’s new Illusio paperbased colour-changing board is an
example of one such substrate.
Manufactured by the worldwide
coverings supplier FiberMark,
the material is available in six
standard colours and six textures,

The LED sparkling wine
promotional pack

A next generation of promotional packs
Offering a peak into the future of this packaging type, Seufert Transparente Verpackungen (Seufert) in Europe has combined
coloured, transparent PET film with an LED module into a new pack for sparkling wine bottles.
As soon the company’s pack is picked up by a consumer, the container lights up in a preset sequence of red, white and
yellow colours. This is achieved through a built-in vibration sensor, which triggers a customisable light programme. The
programme has been designed for continuous operation of approximately 10 hours or around 500 activations. The LED
module is integrated into the PET packaging in such a way that the diodes shine through the transparent, coloured film.
‘The more a product or brand appeals to the customer’s senses, the more efficiently they will remember it,’ explains Thomas
Pfaff, managing director of Seufert. ‘Thanks to the flashing LED lights, our “sparkling wine cooler” stands out in a particularly
visual way,’
The container, which is shaped to look like a wine cooler, has been designed in Seufert’s in-house development department.
The LED module, including the electronics and glass fibre optics, was developed in cooperation with ROX Asia Consultancy, a
printing and packaging specialist headquartered in Hong Kong. ∏
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Leaders of new and refurbished equipment to
the pharmaceutical, cosmetic, chemical, food
and allied industries.
Winter specials on liquid processing and
ﬁlling lines
4 Head Filler with Labeller

6 Head Gravity Filler

3Kw Vortex Mixer

Piston Filler

500Lt Tanks

1000Lt Tanks

A selection of tins produced
by Tin-Pac

as well as custom colour-branding solutions. Illusio is dyed
through, ensuring no white edges when folded. It is offered in
weights ranging from 210gsm to 660gsm, which allow it to be used
for projects requiring additional stiffness and strength.
The board is best suited to foiling, die-cutting and stamping.
‘A handful of South African liquor brands have already taken the
leap to invest in similar packaging that utilises advanced materials
to differentiate their offerings,’ says Westcott. ‘These clients have
seen great return on investment when using these mediums.’
According to the Graphica team, these materials empower local
manufacturers to create world-class, distinctive offerings. The
gap in the market for packaging made from new and innovative
materials is also said to be an opportunity for South African
consumer goods producers to support local convertors.

South African quality
A further misconception in the industry is that importing packaging
from Asia is significantly cheaper than using locally manufactured
stock. This is according to Dikeledi Mosime, CEO of the tin-ware
supplier Tin-pac Promotional Packaging (Tin-pac). ‘When it comes
to promotional packaging, and specifically tins, South Africa can
compete fairly in prices with imported products,’ says Mosime.
She explains the company is capable of creating a wide variety of
sophisticated tin containers for F&B goods, but has not often had
the opportunity to do so.
‘Local manufacturers can offer the same quality as China. We
also offer after-sales support whereas most overseas suppliers are
unable to do so,’ reports Mosime. ‘The price of locally made tins is
also not as easily affected by exchange rates.’
Tin-pac is also discerned from its international competitors by
its packing services offering. This range of benefits has made the
company a preferred provider for various large South African F&B
producers. Among them is Bos Brands, which offers its organic
Rooibos tea bags in a fully printed, rectangular tin.

Please contact us with your requirements and
or redundant equipment.
Ryan
+27 76 838 2306
ryan@rjpharmaquip.co.za
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james@rjpharmaquip.co.za
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Tin-pac Promotional Packaging
acknowledges Bos Brands for trusting
it, as a local supplier, to produce its
iconic Rooibos tea bags tin

The beverage producer was
Tin-pac’s first customer when the
packaging supplier was founded in
2012. At the time, its iconic yellow
tin was supplied by Nampak
‘Bos has grown significantly
since then and we were able to
grow with it,’ comments Mosime.
‘We are ideally placed to service
clients like Bos with capabilities
that cater to their specific
requirements.’ She indicates
that her company’s size allows
for the manufacture of small
minimum quantities in a quick
turnaround time.
In her opinion, local businesses
underestimate the power of
promotional packaging. ‘A lot
of famous South African brands
have been built on these packs,
especially reusable containers

When it comes to
promotional packaging,
and specifically tins,
South Africa can
compete fairly in prices
with imported products
such as tins. Tins have the benefit of being
more affordable than other promotional
packages and have an extended lifetime,’
comments Mosime. She notes that a
significant opportunity exists for local F&B
brands to use promotional tin packaging to
drive more sales.
In a crowded marketplace, regulated by
increased legislation, the use of premium
materials to create unique on-shelf presence
is set to grow. It will be up to brand owners
and convertors to take the leap into this
value-added packaging arena. ∏

Graphica - www.graphica.co.za
Tin-pac Promotional Packaging –
www.tinpac.co.za

Promotional tin-ware supplier of
various promotional packaging solutions

• Project planning support
• Quick turnaround
• Packing services
• Small minimum quantities
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14 Jellicoe Avenue, Epping Industrial 1,
Cape Town 7460
Tel 021 531 6071
emosime@tinpac.co.za
www.tinpac.co.za
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